LEGAL COUNSEL
(m/f)
GENERAL SECRETARY/LEGAL
ISSY-LES-MOULINEAUX
WORKING FOR BUYIN
Founded in 2011 by Deutsche Telekom and Orange, BuyIn delivers strategic procurement services combining more
than 25 billion euros of annual spend. This leads to sustainable economies of scale and savings based on analytics and
benchmarks across millions of price points in 40+ markets.
You will join the « Finance and General Secretary » team as « Legal Counsel » within the Legal department based in
Germany (Bonn) and in France (Issy-les Moulineaux).

YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES

YOUR PROFILE

You will join the « Finance and General Secretary » team as
« International Legal Counsel » within the Legal department, as
such you will:

You hold a Master II in Business Law (or similar), ideally as well as
an LL.M passed in a foreign university or a Master passed in a
Business school.



A significant experience (3/5 years) within a Legal Department of
a well-established international company is a strong prerequisite
(in legal sourcing or sales, commercial law/IP law) as well as
strong negotiation skills.









draft and negotiate frame procurement contracts, NDA, MOU
and other kinds of complex contracts, in particular in the
frame of RFx with international suppliers and will ensure its
good performance ;
advise stakeholders and international sourcers on the best
contractual schemes to be implemented ;
provide legal trainings focused on contract law, intellectual
property and data protection and, in general, raise awareness
of Legal within BuyIn ;
contribute and support to update contract templates in
accordance with latest mother companies policies and
national/international regulations ;
perform some legal research and issue some legal memos for
Legal internal use and for internal customers ;
actively cooperate with Orange Legal Departments
(Procurement, IP, …) and BuyIn Compliance department;
elaborate best strategy regarding commercial disputes or
potential litigation and cooperate with external law firm if
necessary.

You also possess the following skills and experience:


Responsiveness and capacity for adaptation,



Sense of precision,



Customer centric-minded



Capacity to work on a multi-cultural environment



Team player oriented,



Good communication skills,



English and French, German as a plus.

YOUR CHANCE
In our business, we create innovative IT and telecommunications solutions. Flat hierarchies, a medium-sized company
structure, simple workflows: BuyIn gives you the opportunity to actively realize your potential in an innovative and
flexible working environment.

Join our team – we look forward to hearing from you. Frank Saenger
Special Needs candidates will be considered preferentially in case of equal qualification.

